
 

Marketing/AOHT Monthly Business Standards Grade 

Students in the Monarch HS DECA program will be expected to meet each of the following four 

requirements of membership: 

• Professionally Responsible * Experienced Leaders * Academically Prepared    

* Community Oriented 

Each month students in the AOHT and Marketing classes will receive a Business Standards 

Grade for acting as a mature young adult. Your actions in this program will be reflected in your 

Business Standard Grade each month, worth 50-Points! 

In addition, students are expected to follow the teachers Class Rules and Student expectations 

for success in the class. The goal is to prepare students for their future in the business world to 

be mature and responsible individuals.  

“Five Points” will be deducted for any of the following infractions: 

1. Having or consuming food or drink at your assigned computer station. 

2. Arriving tardy to class. 

3. Not pushing your desk chair-in when leaving class. 

4. Not closing your student folder on your computer by the end of class. 

5. Leaving your assigned computer station messy.   

6. Not placing your textbook in the proper place and NOT on top of your desk area. 

7. Talking when teacher is instructing the class. 

8. Not seated in your assigned seat when class starts. 

9. Using inappropriate language when speaking to others. 

10. Disrupting the class in any manner. 

11. Not showing respect to others. 

12.  Cell phones must be put away and not visible in class. 

13.  Wearing Ear buds in class. 

14.   Off task, not working on class assignment. 

Next, each Quarter we will implement a Professional Business Dress up Day where students 

are expected to dress in professional attire all day in school.  Dress guidelines will be posted in 

the classroom for expected EACH quarter for the entire school year.  Extra Credit will be given 

to students who go beyond and wear a sport coat or blazer on these select days. 


